Interacting spinning fermions with strong quasi-random disorder are analyzed via rigorous Renormalization Group (RG) methods combined with KAM techniques. The correlations are written in terms of an expansion whose convergence follows from number-theoretical properties of the frequency and cancellations due to Pauli principle. A striking difference appears between spinless and spinning fermions; in the first case there are no relevant effective interactions while in presence of spin an additional relevant quartic term is present in the RG flow. The large distance exponential decay of the correlations present in the non interacting case, consequence of the single particle localization, is shown to persist in the spinning case only for temperatures greater than a power of the many body interaction, while in the spinless case this happens up to zero temperature. In recent cold atoms experiments [17] evidence of MBL has been reported. The disorder is not random (as in the above mentioned theoretical works) but quasi-random, but the theory of MBL can be developed also in that case [18] . The experiments use two laser beams with incommensurate frequencies, superimposing to a one dimensional lattice a periodic potential with a period that is incommensurate with the underlying lattice, producing a realization of an interacting Aubry-Andre' model [19] ; subsequent experiments considered two coupled chains [20] .
Interacting spinning fermions with strong quasi-random disorder are analyzed via rigorous Renormalization Group (RG) methods combined with KAM techniques. The correlations are written in terms of an expansion whose convergence follows from number-theoretical properties of the frequency and cancellations due to Pauli principle. A striking difference appears between spinless and spinning fermions; in the first case there are no relevant effective interactions while in presence of spin an additional relevant quartic term is present in the RG flow. The large distance exponential decay of the correlations present in the non interacting case, consequence of the single particle localization, is shown to persist in the spinning case only for temperatures greater than a power of the many body interaction, while in the spinless case this happens up to zero temperature.
Disorder can produce localization of quantum particles [1] , whose persistence in presence of interaction is known as many body localization (MBL) [2] , [3] . Even if interacting, systems displaying MBL are not expected to reach thermal equilibrium and consequently their longtime properties are not captured by the conventional ensembles of quantum statistical mechanics, see e.g. [4] , [5] . Theoretically establishing the MBL phase requires to rule out possible nonperturbative effects which may cause delocalization and is therefore a subtle problem. First analysis on the interplay of localization and interaction focused on ground state properties [6] , [7] ; in more recent times evidence for MBL was found in [8] (see also [9] , [10] ), by constructing a complete set of conserved quasi-local quantities in terms of formal series. Even if defined order by order in perturbation theory, such series could diverge and MBL could only be metastable , see [11] , as it happens in classical mechanics in Birkhoff series, see e.g. [12] , due to a phenomenon called small divisor problem. An important progress toward a full non-perturbative proof of MBL has been recently obtained in [13] , [14] but the proof is based on an assumption called limited level attraction (eigenvalues do not accumulate too strongly near states with almost the same energies) which is still unproven. Other proofs of MBL are devoted to systems which can be mapped in non interacting ones [15] , [16] .
In recent cold atoms experiments [17] evidence of MBL has been reported. The disorder is not random (as in the above mentioned theoretical works) but quasi-random, but the theory of MBL can be developed also in that case [18] . The experiments use two laser beams with incommensurate frequencies, superimposing to a one dimensional lattice a periodic potential with a period that is incommensurate with the underlying lattice, producing a realization of an interacting Aubry-Andre' model [19] ; subsequent experiments considered two coupled chains [20] .
Random or quasi random disorder have similar properties, at least for strong disorder. In particular, a strong incommensurate potential produces localization of the single particles eigenstates [21] , [22] , as in the random case, while for weak potential there is no localization. There is then a metal-insulator transition as for 3D random disorder (in 1D the eigenstates in the random case are instead always localized). Such properties are due to a close relation with the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theorem for the stability of tori of perturbed Hamiltonian systems. The simplest generalization of the Aubry-Andre' model to interacting fermions is the one with the following Hamiltonian
where x ∈ Z and a ± x are fermionic creation or annihilation operators. Such model describes spinless fermions with nearest-neighbor interaction, and it can be mapped, using the Jordan-Wigner transformation, in the XXZ spin chain with quasi-random disorder. The model (1) has been extensively studied numerically, and evidence of MBL phase has been found in [18] and [23] . A complete proof of localization of the ground state of the model (1) has been recently achieved in [24] , [25] , [26] , by a a combination of KAM methods with nonperturbative Renormalization Group (RG) techniques. A proof of a similar property in the random case is still lacking.
The model (1) is not really the one realized in cold atoms experiments [17] , which is instead the following
Non local dipolar interactions are indeed much more difficult to realize in cold atoms, hence local interactions and spinning fermions are considered. Aim of this paper is to extend the analysis in [24] , [25] , [26] to spinning fermions described by the model (2). A crucial difference emerges; while in the absence of spin, number-theoretical properties of the frequency and cancellations due to Pauli principle are sufficient the rule out possible relevant effective interactions, in the spinning case a relevant quartic term is present. At non zero temperature the number of RG steps is finite and the effective coupling remains inside the convergence radius if the temperature is not too low. The large distance exponential decay of the correlations present in the non interacting case, consequence of the single particle localization, is shown to persist in the spinning case only for temperatures greater than a power of many body interaction, while in the spinless case this happens up to zero temperature.
SMALL DIVISORS AND DIOPHANTINE NUMBERS
We consider the grand canonical 2-point function
where T is the time order product, x = (x 0 , x),
and N = 
In the non-interacting case for large u/ε the eigenfunctions are exponentially localized [21] , [22] and as a consequence < T a − x,σ a + y,σ > decays exponentially for large coordinates difference; our aim is to see if such exponential decay persists in presence of many body interaction.
Already in the non-interacting case, [21] , [22] one needs to assume not only that the frequency ω is irrational, but that it belongs to a class of irrationals called diophantine numbers, verifying the following property
with ||.|| is the norm on the one dimensional torus. Such a property, saying roughly speaking that ω is a "good" irrational, is not restrictive as Diophantine numbers have full measure. (6) is quite familiar in the theory of dynamical systems, in KAM theory and generally when one has to deal with small divisors. We will assume also a diophantine condition for the chemical potential
Equivalently one can instead consider a quasi-random disorder of the form cos(2π(ωx + θ)) and assume a diophantine condition for ||ωx ± 2θ||. There are two limits in which the correlations can be evaluated easily: one is free fermion limit ε = 1, u = U = 0 and the other is the molecular limit u = 1, ε = U = 0; in this second case the Hamiltonian is
and n x,σ = 0, 1. The 2-point function can be easily computed; if φ x = cos(2π(ωx))
The occupation number, defined as the limit x 0 − y 0 → 0 − , is equal in the limit β → ∞ to χ(φ x − µ < 0). The function g(x, y) is antiperiodic in x 0 − y 0 of period β; hence its Fourier series is of the form
with
In the ε = U = 0 case the 2-point function is vanishing if x = y. In order to see what happens outside the molecular limit we can expand in ε, U using many body perturbation theory. In the U = 0, ε = 0 one could equivalently use that the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonians are anti-symmetric products of single particle eigenfunction, and large distance exponential decay of the 2-point function should follow from the localization of the single particles eigenstates; when U = 0 there is no knowledge on the eigenstates and series expansion in ε, U for the 2-point function seems the more natural strategy.
While in usual condensed matter problems the lack of convergence is signaled by divergences in the graphs, the present case is more subtle; even if finite order by order, one can identify graphs increasing with the order n as a power of n!. The presence of such terms is well known in classical mechanics, where are known as small divisors ; in certain cases they determine divergence of perturbation theory while in others resummations still allow to recover convergence. The persistence or not of localization in the present case requires the understanding of small divisors. If we set
and (ωx ′ ) mod.1 can be arbitrarily small due to the irrationality of ω. Note the similarity of propagator at the free fermion limit ε = 1, u = U = 0; if µ = cosp F and
The points ±x are Fermi coordinates playing the role of the Fermi momenta; the similarity between the propagators in the integrable or anti-integrable limit is a manifestation of the well known Aubry-duality. Looking at (12), we note that (ωx ′ ) mod.1 can be arbitrarily small; in particular for ||ωx + ωρx|| ≤ 1 4 (in the case ≥ 1 4 the bound is trivial) one can write ||ωx+ρωx|| = ||ω2x+ωρ2x||/2 and by the diophantine condition ||ω2x + ωρ2x|| ≥ C 0 |2x|
The propagator is therefore finite but the above bound is not sufficient to justify perturbation theory, as one can easily identity contributions apparently preventing convergence.
This can be checked in the easiest case of the chain graphs of the non interacting theory,
By choosing α i = + one gets a bound O(n! τ ) apparently spoiling convergence. Note however that such terms are very similar to the ones appearing in Lindstedt series, expressing the invariant tori in close to integrable systems [29] ; such series are convergent (despite small divisors) due to peculiar compensations and one can guess that a similar mechanism works also here; in the non interacting case we know that this must be true by the results on the single particle spectrum [21] , [22] . In presence of many body interaction U = 0 much more complex graphs appear, namely graphs with loops. Their presence is the signature of an interacting many-body system, and makes the problem genuinely different with respect to KAM theory, in which only tree graphs appear; here one has to solve a problem with loops and small divisor together.
MAIN RESULT
We expect that the interaction causes the renormalization of the chemical potential; it is then convenient to fix the interacting chemical potential by choosing properly its bare value. The bare chemical potential is chosen as µ = cos(2πωx)+ν, and ν is a function of ε, U which is determined by requiring the the dressed chemical potential is cos 2π(ωx). Our main result is the following.
Theorem. There exists ε 0 such that the 2-point function of the model (2) verifies, for |ε| ≤ ε 0 , |U | ≤ min(ε 0 , β −2 ), ω,x verifying (6), (7) and for a suitable chosen ν, for any N
and
The above result says that the exponential decay ( with rate independent from temperature) in the coordinate of the non interacting case, consequence of single particle localization, persists up to a temperature greater than a power of the interaction ; ε can instead be chosen independent from the temperature. The decay in imaginary time is much weaker. The result is non perturbative , in the sense that the 2-point function is written in terms of a renormalized expansion (different from the power series expansion described above) whose convergence is proved. The estimated radius of convergence ε 0 (whose explicit value follows from the bounds in [25] ) is expected to be far from the values where delocalization should happen. It is however important to know that the radius of convergence is finite to rule out possible non-perturbative effects and the possibility that localization is a metastable phenomenon. In the spinning case the quartic effective interaction is relevant, and the condition on the temperature is used to ensure that it remains small at each iteration of the RG; in the spinless case, on the contrary, the quartic terms are irrelevant and exponential decay can be proved up to zero temperature. Finally we recall that in the opposite regime, that is ε = 1 and u, U small the correlations decay instead with a power law, [27] , [28] , so that a localization-delocalization is present also with a many body interaction.
We present below the main ideas in order to get the above results, stressing the main new technical problems posed by the presence of spin (for more technical details on the part of the analysis which does not depend from spin we refer to [24] , [25] , [26] ).
RENORMALIZATION GROUP ANALYSIS
The 2-point function is the second derivative of the generating function
where ψ are grassmann variables, φ is the external source, dx = dx 0 x , e 1 = (0, 1) and P (dψ) is the fermionic integration with propagator (11). We introduce a cutoff smooth function χ ρ (k 0 , x) which is non vanishing for k 2 0 + ((ω(x − ρx) mod.1 ) 2 ) ≤ γ, where ρ = ±1 and γ > 1 is a suitable constant (to be fixed below); therefore we can write the propagator as
where g ρ (k 0 , x) = χρ(k0,x) −ik0+φx−µ , φ x = cos(2π(ωx)) and correspondingly ψ k0,x = ψ (u.v.)
k0,x + ρ=±1 ψ ρ,k0,x . This simply says that we are rewriting the fermionic field as sum of two independent fields living close to one of the Fermi points, up to a regular field. We can further decompose
with g
Note that at finite temperature β < ∞ there is a finite scale h β ∼ − log β so that f h = 0 for h ≤ h β ; that is the number of scales is finite and the temperature acts as in infrared cut-off.
After the integration of the fields
the generating function has the form
where P (dψ ≤h ) has propagator g
ρ and V (h) (ψ) is given by sum of terms
where the kronecker deltas in the propagators imply that a single sum over x is present; the kernels W is given by a similar expression with the only difference that some of the external lines are associated to φ fields.
In each of the Feynman diagrams contributing to
there is a tree of propagators connecting all the vertices and external lines; the coordinates x i , x j of two external lines as such that
where the sum is over the vertices in the path of the tree connecting i and j and δ α = (0, 1, −1) is associated to the line connected to the vertex α.
Power counting arguments says that the theory is non renormalizable, as the scaling dimension of each term in the effective potential is independent from the number of fields and equal to D = 1 (they are all relevant). This says that the size of the kernels apparently increases at each iteration of the Renormalization group, so that one exits from the convergence domain and the RG approach becomes unreliable. However, dimensional arguments do not take into account number-theoretic improvements coming from the Diophantine conditions (6), (7) . As we will briefly discuss in the following section, a great number of terms, dimensionally relevant, are indeed irrelevant.
IRRELEVANCE OF THE NON-RESONANT TERMS
We can distinguish in the effective potential two kinds of contributions; the terms such that all the fields have the same coordinates measured from the Fermi points , that is x ′ i = x ′ 1 for any i = 1, .., n, are called resonant terms. The others are called non-resonant terms. In a resonant term ρ i = ρ 1 for any i = 1, .., n; indeed from (7) we see that 2x ∈ Z/{0}; as x i − x j ∈ Z and
The resonant terms have therefore the form
We want to show that the non-resonant terms, even if dimensionally relevant, are indeed irrelevant. In order to do that we need more accurate bounds. It is convenient, given a Feynman graph, to consider a maximally connected subset of lines corresponding to propagators with scale h ≥ h v with at least a scale h v , and we call it cluster v (for more details, see [24] ); the external lines have scale smaller then h v . Therefore to each Feynman graph is associated a hierarchy of clusters; inside each cluster v there are S v maximal clusters, that is clusters contained only in the cluster v and not in any smaller one, or trivial clusters given by a single vertex. Each of such S v clusters are connected by a tree of propagators with scale h v ; by integrating the propagators over the time, and using that
we get that each graph of order n contributing to W (h) m is bounded by, ifε = max(|ε|, |U |)
where v are the clusters (not end-points) and h v ≤ 0. If v 0 is the largest cluster, v are the clusters (without end-points),v the end-points and R or N R the resonant clusters or end-points and v ′ is the first cluster enclosing v, then (29) with D = 1 is the scaling dimension. In getting (28), we have however not used a crucial property implied by the Diophantine condition: namely that if the denominators associated to the external lines have the same size but different coordinates, the difference of coordinates must be large and therefore there is a decaying factor associated to a large number of ε, U .
Indeed in the non resonant terms there are least two external fields with coordinate x (6) and if ρ 1 = −ρ 2 we use (7); we get
This says that the nonresonant terms have external fields with a difference of coordinates which is quite large, and as | * α δ α | is surely greater than the number of ε, U vertices in the cluster v, this produces a gain factor. Writingε = max(|ε|, |U |)
we can associate a factorε 2 hv −1 for each end-point enclosed in the cluster v; as | * α δ α | is surely smaller that the number of end-points and using that γ 1 τ /2 > 1 and
where S
N R v
are the non resonant clusters contained in v; that is a decay factor is associated to each non resonant cluster.
RENORMALIZATION OF THE RESONANT TERMS
A gain is found for the non-resonant terms due to the Diophantine condition which makes them irrelevant. In the resonant terms with more than 6 external fields, there are at least two couple of fields with the same ε, ρ, σ (remember that ρ in the resonant term is the same) and we can write
with x 0 (t) = x 0,1 +t(x 0,2 −x 0,1 ). The derivative produces an extra γ h v ′ and the factor (x 0,2 − x 0,1 ) an extra γ −hv ; as there are at least two of such monomials one gets at least a factor γ 2(h v ′ −hv ) making the dimension negative. The same factor is obtained for similar reasons in the quartic terms with the same spin. We have therefore to renormalize the terms with 2 and 4 external lines. The integration of the field ψ h is done writing (in the φ = 0 case for definiteness)
with R = 1 − L and L is the localization operator acting on the terms with 2 and 4 external lines in the following way. If
is the kernel of the terms with 2 external lines, L is defined as
where
. Again the ac- 
The R operation produces therefore an extra factor
By construction
with LV h a contains the relevant terms
with λ 0 = U , and LV h b contains the marginal terms, that is monomials like ψ + ∂ψ − and ψ + ∂ψ − ψ + ψ − times the corresponding running coupling constants. Note that ν h is independent from ρ by parity.
In the spinless case the quartic relevant and marginal term in LV h a would be vanishing by Pauli principle; with spin they are non vanishing and with a non trivial flow. We write then
and we integrate the field ψ h so that procedure can be iterated.
Operating in this way we get an expansion in terms of running coupling constants v h = (λ h , ν h , ζ h ) where ζ h are the marginal couplings in LV h b ; therefore W (h) m can be bounded by, instead by (28) , by, ifε h = max(|λ h |, |ν h |, |ζ h |, |ε|)
and using (29) and (33) we get that (42) can be written as
As h v ′ − h v ≤ 0 it is possible over the scales h v obtaining a O(C nεn h ) bound from which convergence follows provided that ε h is not too large. Note that the above bound is valid for the sum of all Feynman graph of order n, by using determinant bounds for fermionic expectations, see [24] , for details. Moreover one needs to sum over the number of external lines of each cluster and a corresponding decaying factor is necessary. It is obtained by considering a tree of propagators connecting the external lines with the same ρ, σ index, and noting that, for any couple of lines, either the coordinates are the same, hence the couple of external lines can be rewritten as (34) and the decay factor is obtained by (35), or are different and the decay factor is from (31); see [26] §3.F for more details.
THE FLOW OF THE RUNNING COUPLING CONSTANTS
We need to show that the running coupling constants remain small iterating the Renormalization Group flow. The relevant quadratic coupling verify the equation Finally to the beta function of the marginal quadratic terms ζ h no contributions depending only on ν h , ζ h are present by the compact support properties of the propagator; therefore it can be written as sum of the two terms, one depending from at least an irrelevant endpoints, which is O(εγ h ), and the other with at least a quartic running coupling constant, which is O(|U | In conclusion, we get a convergent expansion for the 2-point function in terms of running coupling constants; if x, y are the coordinates of the external lines, there are at least a number ≥ |x − y| of ε factors, so exponential decay in the coordinates follows.
CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the role of the interaction in a system of fermions with a quasi-random disorder, in the regime where localization is present in the single particle spectrum. The results are non-perturbative, in the sense that they are written in terms of a renormalized expansion in running coupling constant with a finite disk of convergence. A clear difference between spinless and spinning fermions emerges; in the first case there are no relevant effective interactions while in presence of the spin an additional relevant quartic term is present in the RG flow. Such effective coupling tends to increase iterating the RG; to keep it inside the estimated convergence radius (and establish exponential decay of correlations) we impose a finite temperature condition, while in the spinless case convergence is up to zero temperature.
The presence of an additional effective coupling, due to spin, naturally indicates the emergence of new phenomena at lower temperatures. This is confirmed by recent numerical simulations [30] in which is found a different behavior in the spinless and spinning case, and in particular different trasport properties for the charge or spin densities in the spinning case. The extra coupling we found in the spinning case could flow to a non trivial fixed point with different large distance behavior in spin or charge densities, as it happens in weakly interacting one dimensional fermions [31] ; a rigorous confirmation of this scenario requires the extension of the methods used here to deal with strong coupling problems.
